Layer Character of Wind Fields over the Simplified Gorge Terrain
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Abstract

Characteristics of wind fields over gorge terrains are important not only for pollution dispersion and forest fires but also for civil structures. However, current studies are aimed only at specific gorge terrains. Thus, limited references are available for other engineering practices. Four V-shaped simplified gorge terrains were modeled in the computational domain to investigate the fundamental information of wind fields over gorge terrains, especially the layer character of the wind fields over gorge terrains. The values of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity were analyzed based on the numerical simulations on the wind fields over the four simplified gorges, and the method to calculate the height of the gorge inner layer was proposed. Results show that the wind fields over the simplified gorge terrains can be divided into two layers in the vertical direction, that is, the gorge inner layer and gorge outer layer. This finding proves that the layer character of wind fields exists in gorge terrains. The heights of the gorge inner layer are 0.242 m, 0.224 m, 0.215 m, and 0.208 m, respectively, which correspond to the gorge terrains with included angles of 80°, 100°, 120°, and 140°. This result implies that the smaller the included angle of the gorge terrain is, the higher the gorge inner layer becomes. The proposed method to calculate the height of the gorge inner layer was proved to be accurate, indicating that the derivation process is reasonable and reliable. The study provides new insights on investigating the characteristics of wind fields over gorge terrains.
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1. Introduction

Long-span bridges located in the mountain-gorge terrains always straddle V-shaped deep-cutting gorges [1]. Thus, the characteristics of wind fields at the above bridge sites will be remarkably influenced by the deep-cutting gorge terrains, and the wind fields around the bridge main beam and bridge tower are extremely complicated [2]. In the literature, the characteristics of wind fields over the above gorge terrains have been studied, and they are important not only for pollution dispersion and forest fires but also for civil structures [3]. However, the current design specifications and standards [4] focus on flat and homogeneous terrain rather than on complex terrain, which are not applicable for real engineering practices [5]. Therefore, the wind fields over gorge terrains should be urgently investigated.

The wind fields over gorge terrains can be investigated via field measurements [6], wind tunnel tests [7], and computational fluid dynamics (CFD) numerical simulations [8]. Previous studies are usually aimed at the characteristics of wind fields over specific gorge terrains, such as the studies by Wharton et al. [9] and Li et al. [10]. However, the conclusions of wind fields over the above specific gorge terrains are different from each other because the geometry shapes of the gorges are different. On the one hand, it is very difficult to obtain fundamental information from the above specific gorge terrains. On the other hand, various conclusions wind fields over the specific gorge terrains provide limited references for other engineering practices.

On the basis of the above analysis, this study examines the fundamental information about the characteristics of wind fields over the gorge terrains and then gains practical approaches to the application of real engineering practices.

2. State of the art

To investigate the fundamental characteristics of wind fields over the gorge terrains, Moraes et al. [11] studied the nighttime data collected at the bottom of a gorge located in southern Brazil. The analyzed quantities include momentum and sensible heat fluxes, turbulence statistics and intermittency factors, and their relationship to the stability parameter. The results could provide fundamental nocturnal characteristics of wind fields at the gorge terrain. Magnago et al. [12] studied the spectral characteristics of surface boundary layer turbulence at the bottom of a narrow valley/gorge to gain fundamental understanding of air pollution dispersion in the complex terrain. The results revealed that the average spectra are better defined for mean winds parallel to the valley/gorge axis, and the peak of the vertical velocity spectra happens at smaller frequencies for winds parallel to the valley/gorge axis than when the winds are transversal to the valley. Li et al. [13] performed turbulence measurements at three vertical levels over a large...
gorge on the Loess Plateau. The power spectra of longitudinal and lateral wind speeds satisfy the -5/3 power law in the inertial subrange, but do not vary as observed in previous studies within the low frequency range. In addition, all the spectra and cospectra from the gorge direction show a height dependency over the three levels. Pal et al. [14] investigated the characteristics of vertical turbulent mixing and wind pattern change in a valley/gorge terrain to analyze the roles of atmospheric boundary layer depth and valley-wind reversal on the temporal variation of particle number concentration at the valley/gorge terrain, which will be of benefit to study the fundamental meteorology and air quality in other valley/gorge terrains.

As for the characteristics of wind fields over the civil structures such as long-span bridges, Hui et al. [15-16] investigated the wind fields at a long-span bridge site adjacent to a high-steep mountain which is similar to a gorge terrain based on the 27 months’ data collected at the CT8 mast and terrain model wind tunnel experiments. The variations of mean wind speed, wind power spectra, integral length scales, and coherences at the bridge site were obtained, providing accuracy parameters for the buffeting of the long-span bridge. More importantly, their studies can provide references for other long-span bridges in terms of study methods and variations of wind fields at the bridge site. Fenerci et al. [17] developed a measurement system consisting of 20 accelerometers and 9 anemometers and used the long-term monitoring data of wind velocities and accelerations on a long-span bridge located in a gorge terrain to investigate the relationship between the wind-loading and responses. Results showed that the wind fields have large variability in the mean wind speed, mean wind direction, turbulence intensities, and length scales in the bridge site. Besides, the dynamic response of the bridge was governed by the low-frequency vibrations induced by wind loads. Li et al. [10, 18] studied the wind fields over a V-shaped deep-cutting gorge where a super long suspension bridge with a main span of 1176 m straddles based on the wind tunnel tests. The results indicated that the profiles of mean wind speed in the gorge obviously change along the bridge main beam, and it cannot be simulated as a uniform wind speed profile. The height of measurement position and the shape of terrain on both sides of the gorge should be considered when analyzing these wind fields. The study conclusions can provide useful fundamental information about the variations of mean wind speed and other wind parameters for other gorge terrains with regard to qualitative analysis.

Although the above studies can provide some fundamental characteristics of wind fields over the gorge terrains in varying degrees, one common drawback is that previous studies are generally conducted based on the phenomenon description rather than mechanism analysis, which could hinder the usage in engineering practices. Li et al. [7] made an enormous bridge site terrain model in a large wind tunnel to investigate the fundamental characteristics of wind fields over the gorge terrains from the perspective of mechanism analysis. The bridge site is located in a typical deep-cutting gorge. Then, the mechanism tests with different test cases were carried out. The wind tunnel test results show that the profiles of perpendicular wind speed along the bridge main beam can be divided into two parts in the vertical direction, and the shapes of the wind speed profiles along the two bridge towers are much consistent with the power law or log law than those at the bridge main beam. From the above studies, it can be concluded that the characteristics of wind fields over the gorge terrain significantly change in the vertical direction, which indicates that the wind fields over the gorge terrain could be divided into two layers in the vertical direction. However, the layer character of the wind fields is far more complex and less well understood, and it should be further validated by more and typical gorge terrains.

To further study the fundamental wind characteristics over the gorge terrains, especially the layer character of the wind fields which probably have high value of practical application. Hu et al. [19-20] introduced a V-shaped simplified gorge, which was abstracted from several real deep-cutting gorges where long-span bridges usually straddle. Then, the wind fields including the mean wind speed, turbulence intensity, integral length scale, and wind power spectrum were investigated in a wind tunnel. The results show that compared with the oncoming wind, the wind speeds at the gorge center become larger, but the turbulence intensities and the longitudinal integral length scales become smaller. The wind fields over the gorge terrain can be approximately divided into two layers, that is, the gorge inner layer and the gorge outer layer. Obviously, the above results again prove that the wind fields over the gorge terrain can be divided into two layers, and these two layers can help analyze the wind fields more conveniently. However, previous studies did not further investigate the boundary between the two layers or provide the method to determine the ranges of these two layers.

The sections of this study are arranged as follows. In the third section, the study setups, models, and method were introduced. In the fourth section, the layer character of the wind fields over the gorge terrains was investigated. The heights of the gorge inner layer varying with the included angles of the gorge terrains were analyzed. Furthermore, the method to calculate the height of the gorge inner layer was proposed based on the log law model. In the fifth section, several main conclusions were presented.

3. Methodology

3.1 Setup of the numerical simulations

In this study, the simplified terrain models were made in a circular shape with certain heights. Here, a transition section was molded around the circular terrain to develop a more reasonable oncoming wind according to the study by Hu et al. [1]. Then, a V-shaped groove with certain included angle was cut along the center of the circular terrain to shape a simplified gorge terrain. Fig. 1 shows the final V-shaped simplified gorge terrain model. Generally, the included angle of the gorge terrain is changeable in the real engineering practices. Therefore, four simplified gorge terrains were modeled in this study, as shown in Fig. 1. They were the simplified gorge terrains with included angles of 80°, 100°, 120°, and 140°, respectively, of which the heights were all 0.25 m.

Many researchers have demonstrated that the surface roughness has obvious effects on the wind fields of the terrain. Cao and Tamura [21] found that the separation region of a rough hill extended further downstream, which could develop a larger reattachment length than a smooth hill. Considering that there exist many vegetation and trees on the surface of the real gorge that can create a certain surface roughness, many 10 mm cube elements were arranged in a staggered pattern above the terrain surface to model the real surface roughness appropriately, as shown in
Fig. 2. This arrangement results in a roughness density equaling to 8.0%.

The well-known CFD software ANSYS [22] was adopted to simulate the wind fields over the four simplified gorge terrains. Half of the terrain model was modeled according to the symmetry of the characteristics of wind fields induced by the oncoming wind flowing along the axis of each gorge terrain. The computational domain that was 18.0 m long (x), 1.8 m wide (z), and 3.0 m high (y) was adopted. The distance from the wall-adjacent cell center to the bottom wall was 0.0005 m, and the average value of \( y^+ \) near the region where the measurement positions located were all approximately equal to 4.0. The grid sensitivity was analyzed by several comparative studies to further improve the precision of the numerical simulations. The total number of cells was about 6 million, which was fine enough for the present models. For the terrain model with height of 0.25 m and included angle of 120°, the numerical model of half of the simplified gorge terrain is shown in Fig. 3(a), and the grid generation is shown in Fig. 3(b).

The SST \( k-\omega \) turbulence model was employed in this study. As for the boundary conditions, the velocity-inlet boundary condition was used at the inlet, and the characteristics of atmospheric boundary layer were modeled. The symmetry side was modeled as a symmetry condition. The top and the other side of the computational domain were set as a smooth wall, and at the outlet, the pressure-outlet boundary condition was applied. A rough smooth wall was modeled at the bottom of the computational domain. More details on the numerical simulations can be obtained in Hu et al. [20].

3.2 Numerical simulations on the wind fields over the gorge terrains with different included angles

Based on the above setups, the numerical simulations could be carried out. Figs. 4 and 5 show the values of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity at the gorge center with four included angles together with those at the inlet for comparison. From Fig. 4, we can observe that the values of mean wind speed at the gorge center with different included angles generally increase compared with those of the oncoming wind. In addition, with the included angle increasing, the mean wind speeds at the gorge center also increase. As for the turbulence intensity, the turbulence intensities at the gorge center are much smaller compared with those at the inlet. Besides, the values of the turbulence intensity tend to slightly decrease with the included angle of the gorge terrain increasing, as shown in Fig. 5. Furthermore, it can be seen that when the measurement positions are far away from the ground, the values of mean wind speed and
turbulence intensity with different included angles all become close to each other, which implies that the effects of gorge terrain have little effects on the characteristics of wind fields over the gorge under the circumstances. Instead, the wind fields almost depend on the oncoming wind.

Fig. 4. Profiles of mean wind speed

Fig. 5. Profiles of turbulence intensity

4. Result Analysis and Discussion

4.1 Layer character of wind fields in the vertical direction

To further address the changes of characteristics of wind fields at the gorge center compared with those of the oncoming wind, the ratios of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity at the gorge center to those of the oncoming wind are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. With the distances from the ground increasing, the ratios of mean wind speed first increase and then decrease but become stable at last. On the other hand, the ratios of turbulence intensity first decrease and then increase but also become stable finally. The wind fields over a flat plate can be divided into two layers, i.e., the inner shear layer produced by the viscous effects and the outer potential flow layer where the viscous effects can be ignored [23]. From the above, the wind fields over the gorge terrain can also be approximately divided into two layers, i.e., the gorge inner layer and the gorge outer layer. In the gorge inner layer, the wind fields are complicated due to the influences mainly caused by the two side slopes of the gorge terrain and due to the oncoming wind. In the gorge outer layer, the wind fields are almost dependent on the oncoming wind.

Fig. 6. Profiles of mean wind speed ratio

Fig. 7. Profiles of turbulence intensity ratio

For the present study, the gorge inner layer is about below the range of 0.205 – 0.231 m, where the mean wind speeds accelerate, but the acceleration is not stable. In addition, the variations of the turbulence intensity fluctuate significantly. While in the gorge outer layer which is about above the range of 0.205 – 0.231 m, the variations of the mean wind speed and turbulence intensity are stable and simple, as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. The reason is that the influences of the two side slopes of the gorge on the wind fields in the gorge outer layer are small, and the wind fields in the gorge outer layer mainly depend on the oncoming wind fields. As a result, the ratios of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity in the gorge outer layer are approximately 1.0. From the above analysis, we can conclude that it is very convenient to investigate the characteristics of wind fields over civil structures, which are located in the gorge outer layer, because the wind fields in such circumstances are very stable and simple.

Similarly, the values of mean wind speed ratio and turbulence intensity ratio for other terrain models can also be obtained from Figs. 4 and 5. To make a better comparison, these two kinds of ratios for all the four terrain models are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The boundary between the gorge inner layer and the gorge outer layer are very difficult to differentiate from these two figures. The possible reason is
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that the differences of the height between the two layers are very small, and it cannot be demonstrated clearly in Figs. 8 and 9. Therefore, an appropriate method should be proposed to determine the boundary between the two layers quantitatively.

4.2 Calculation method for the height of gorge inner layer

4.2.1 Height of the gorge inner layer

As discussed earlier, the variations of the mean wind speed and turbulence intensity are stable and simple when the measurement positions are above the range of 0.205 – 0.231 m. The range is then regarded as the boundary between the gorge inner layer and the gorge outer layer, and then it is also determined as the approximate height of the gorge inner layer. A parameter called mean square deviation (MSD) of the turbulent wind, which is equal to the value of mean wind speed multiplied by turbulence intensity, should be investigated to quantitatively analyze the height of the gorge inner layer. One reason is that the parameters of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity are both the basis to determine the range of the boundary between the two layers or the height of the gorge inner layer as discussed earlier. The profiles of MSD of the turbulent wind at the gorge center with different included angles together with that of the oncoming wind are shown in Fig. 10. It can be observed that the curves of the relative ratio of the MSD are not smooth due to the unsmoothed profiles of the mean wind speed and turbulence intensity (shown in Figs. 4 and 5), and the values of the relative ratios of the MSD generally decrease with the increase of the heights of measurement positions. More importantly, the relative ratio of MSD defined in the present study equals the relative error of MSD in a mathematical sense. The relative error equal to 5% is regarded as an acceptable value in real application. Obviously, the relative ratio equal to 5% is very small that it cannot be taken as the reference value to determine the boundary between the two layers or the height of the gorge inner layer. Considering that the boundary between the two layers is in the range of 0.205 – 0.231 m for the terrain model with height of 0.25 m and included angle of 120°, the reference value of the relative ratio for the present study should be set as 9.5%, as shown in Fig. 11. Then, the height of the gorge inner layer can be determined quantitatively. The values of the height are 0.242 m, 0.224 m, 0.215 m, and 0.208 m for the gorge terrains with included angles of 80°, 100°, 120°, and 140°, respectively, which corresponds to the 0.968, 0.896, 0.860 and 0.832 times of the gorge height.
4.2.2 Proposed method to calculate the height of gorge inner layer

Because the curves of the profiles of turbulence intensity and MSD are both not smooth, as shown in Figs. 5 and 10, they cannot be fitted by some functions with high accuracy. However, the profile of mean wind speed seems to be fitted by the log law or power law model [24]. From the above analysis, the mean wind speed is the most suitable parameter to quantitatively calculate the height of the gorge inner layer. Generally, the profile of mean wind speed is always expressed by the log law when involving the theoretical derivation. According to log law model, the expressions of the profiles of mean wind speed at the gorge center and at the oncoming wind denoted by \( U_g \) and \( U_i \), respectively, can be expressed as Eqs. (1) and (2):

\[
U_g = \frac{u_{rs}}{K} \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0g}} \right) \tag{1}
\]

\[
U_i = \frac{u_{rs}}{K} \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0i}} \right) \tag{2}
\]

where \( K \) is the Karman constant; \( u_{rs} \) and \( u_{r} \) are the friction velocity at the gorge center and at the oncoming wind, respectively; \( z \) is the height from the ground; \( z_{0g} \) and \( z_{0i} \) are surface roughness length at the gorge center and at the oncoming wind, respectively. Here, the parameters \( u_{rs}, u_{r}, z_{0g} \) and \( z_{0i} \) can be obtained by fitting the log law model to the profiles of mean wind speed.

The ratio of \( U_g \) to \( U_i \) can be obtained from Eqs. (1) and (2), and it yields

\[
\frac{U_g}{U_i} = \frac{u_{rs}}{u_{ri}} \cdot \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0g}} \right) \cdot \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0i}} \right) \tag{3}
\]

Rewriting Eq. (3) yields

\[
\ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0i}} \right) = \frac{1}{u_{rs}} \cdot \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0g}} \right) - \frac{1}{u_{ri}} \cdot \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_{0i}} \right) \tag{4}
\]

Simplifying Eq. (4) yields

\[
z = z_{0i} \cdot \left( \frac{z}{z_{0g}} \right)^{\frac{u_{rs}}{u_{ri} - \ln \left( \frac{z_{0i}}{z_{0g}} \right)}} \tag{5}
\]

From Eq. (5), the value of \( z \) equals to the height of the gorge inner layer (denoted by \( h \)) when the power exponent of Eq. (5) takes an appropriate value. It should be noted that the Eq. (5) is derived only based on the parameter of mean wind speed. In fact, the gorge inner layer is defined based on the MSD, which includes the parameters of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity. Eq. (5) may not be accurate enough to calculate the height of gorge inner layer. From the above, the height of gorge inner layer could be approximately expressed according to Eq. (5), and it yields

\[
h = C_h \cdot z_{0i} \left( \frac{z}{z_{0g}} \right)^{\alpha} \tag{6}
\]

where \( h \) is height of the gorge inner layer; \( C_h \) is a coefficient; \( \alpha \) is the power exponent.

From Eq. (6), the values of \( C_h \) and \( \alpha \) can be determined based on the above numerical results. The parameters of \( z_{0g} \) and \( z_{0i} \) changing with the gorge terrain model with different included angles are listed in Table 1. It can be seen from Table 1 that the smaller the included angle of the gorge is, the value of the surface roughness length \( z_{0g} \) becomes, which again proves that the influences caused by the two side slopes of the gorge become more significant when the included angle of the gorge become smaller, making the gorge inner layer higher.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Included angle (°)</th>
<th>( h ) (m)</th>
<th>( z_{0g} ) (m)</th>
<th>( z_{0i} ) (m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.00734</td>
<td>0.00612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>0.224</td>
<td>0.00317</td>
<td>0.00612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>0.215</td>
<td>0.00166</td>
<td>0.00612</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>0.208</td>
<td>0.00101</td>
<td>0.00612</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fitted results of \( C_h \) and \( \alpha \) are shown in Fig. 12, in which the x-coordinate refers to the value of \( z_{0i}/z_{0g} \) and the y-coordinate refers to the value of \( h/z_{0i} \). From Fig. 12, the value of \( C_h \) equals to 38.8, and the value of \( \alpha \) equals to -0.0765. Note that the fitted parameter Adj.R-Square is 0.994 [25], which indicates that Eq. (6) is very accurate and reasonable to calculate the height of the gorge inner layer.

![Fig.12. Fitted results of coefficients \( C_h \) and \( \alpha \)](image)

5. Conclusions

Four V-shaped simplified gorge terrains were introduced to further investigate the fundamental wind characteristics over the gorge terrains, especially the layer character of the wind fields. Through the CFD numerical simulation method, the values of mean wind speed and turbulence intensity over the four simplified gorges were analyzed, and a practicable method based on the log law model was proposed to
calculate the height of the gorge inner layer. The following conclusions could be drawn:

(1) The wind fields over the gorge terrain can be divided into two layers in the vertical direction, that is, the gorge inner layer and gorge outer layer. Wind field variations are complex in the gorge inner layer and are stable and simple in the gorge outer layer.

(2) Based on the relative ratios of the mean square deviation, the heights of gorge inner layer for the gorge terrains with the included angles of 80°, 100°, 120°, and 140° are determined quantitatively. They are 0.242 m, 0.224 m, 0.215 m, and 0.208 m, respectively, which indicates that the influences caused by the two side slopes of the gorge become more significant when the included angle of the gorge becomes smaller.

(3) According to the log law model, the method to calculate the height of gorge inner layer was proposed, and it is proved that the method is very accurate and reasonable.

The definition of the gorge inner layer and gorge outer layer in this study can be very useful and convenient when investigating the wind fields over the gorge terrains. Furthermore, the proposed method to calculate the height of the gorge inner layer can provide a new idea to investigate the characteristics of wind fields over the civil structures located in a gorge terrain. For instance, when a civil structure is located in the gorge outer layer, its wind fields can be obtained more easily and more precisely, and the CFD numerical simulation method is practical. Inversely, when it is located in the gorge inner layer, its fields would be complicated, and the wind tunnel test method should be adopted. Although some progress has been made in this study, the gorge terrain models are all aimed at the simplified terrains, and the real gorge terrains are not addressed here. The layer character of the wind fields over the real gorge terrains should be focused on in future studies.
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